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1. You can base your presentation on:


In particular on one of the following Chapters:
3 (clitics)
4 (passive)
5 (relatives)
6 (wh-questions)

by reading the whole chapter and then one of the works quoted in the chapter in detail.

2. Or, you can base your presentation on one of the articles below, proposed here as possible suggestions:


Belletti, A. (forthcoming) (Reflexive) Si as a route to passive in Italian, in Ludovico Franco & Paolo Lorusso (eds.), Linguistic Variation: Structure and Interpretation. Berlin: De Gruyter (ask for ms, proofs)


Yatsushiro, K. and U. Sauerland 2019. How to be Brief: Children’s and Adults’ Application of Grice’s Brevity Maxim in Production, Languages 2019, 4, 18